INTRODUCTION
This report deals with the mathematical aspects of a problem of importance in the failure of structures, namely, the sudden spreading of a crack in a stressed medium. A previous study on the dynamic problem of torsion of a circular crack was made by Sih and Embley [1] , Their work, however, is restricted to the case of a crack which opens instantaneously to a fixed radius and thereafter remains stationary.
Most work on crack propagation under other loading conditions is based on the mathematically expedient supposition that propagation occurs at constant speed. It is more realistic to consider the speed of propagation as a function of time based on some physical hypothesis. Recently, Kostrov [2] has proposed an analytical technique for treating a variable speed crack and has obtained results for the case of anti-plane loading conditions. In this report Kostrov' s technique is applied to the case of to'rsional loading conditions.
Kostrov's method has the distinct advantage over other methods, notably the Weiner-Hopf method and the dual integral equation method,
in that mixed problems with time dependent boundaries can be treated.
Moreover, the near-field solution can be deduced rather easily, at least for torsion and anti r plane strain conditions. An inherent drawback of Kostrov's method is that for a finite length crack the 
where f(r,t) is a continuous function. Since by superposition any initial displacements may be separated, then without loss in generality
»t
The problem as formulated by equations (l)-(5) constitutes a mixed boundary value problem. In order to apply Kostrov's method it is first necessary to obtain a relationship between the displacement and the stress o Q on the plane z=o. To this end let
E(5,z,p) = JjyP^t JT rJ^Cr) a(r,z,t) dr ,
denote Hankel-Laplace transforms; in (7) o denotes a . Applying OZ (6) to equation (2) and using (5) gives
where cr= £ 2 + p . The appropriate solution of (8) is
provided that Re{a}>o. Likewise, applying (7) to (1) and using 
. The inner integral may be expressed 
Region R is depicted in figures (1) and (2) for the situations in which o<t<(r 2 +z 2 )'' 2 and (r 2 +z 2 )^2 <t, respectively. In figure ( 2) region R is bounded by the line t'=o and the two hyperbolas s=r+r' and s=|r-r'| . The dashed lines represent the limiting boundary of region R as z-*o, and in the sequel will be referred to as region R .
Formula (17) may be used in conjunction with Kostrov's method to determine the stress ahead of the crack perimeter. Thus putting z=o in (17) and invoking conditions (3) and (4) gives / J a(r',t') cot* dr'df = -/ / f(r',t') cot* dr'df, r>r*(t)
where * = */ , and where, as shown in figure (3) regions R , and R 2 denote portions of region R to the left and right, respectively, of the crack perimeter r' = r*{t'). It is clear that o(r',f)=o in region R , .
Equation (18) is now.recast in terms of the coordinates £' = r'-t' and n 1 = r'+t*. Thus using the notation a(r',f) = T(? , ,n') , f(r',f) = gU'.n') gives
i *.
•i 
where + FU'.e.n) I = o,
N(5'.5.n\n) = 2 (c'n'Hn) + (n'-C) (n-5) .
and n ,= n*(5') denotes the crack perimeter. Note that since r'=r*(t') then t'=r* _1 (r') = t*(r'), so that n*(£') is given implicitly by the
Now equation (19) is satisfied if the expression within braces vanishes.
Moreover substituting xU'.n') = U+n') 1/2 *(C , .e.n') ,
leads to an Abel type integral equation for the stress ahead of the crack perimeter of the form
The solution of (24) Now since F(s,£>n') • U+n") E(Ctn'). where
then (26) may be written as
Finally, substituting from (27) and performing one integration yields The result (30) is valid for the time interval r-a<t<r+a. This interval corresponds to the time when the disturbance from the moving crack perimeter point (r*(t), 6+TT) has not yet reached the crack position (r*(t),e). To determine a(r,t) for larger values of time it appears necessary to replace f(r',t') by -a(r',t') on those portions of the range of integration on which the stress is unknown. This procedure corresponds to repeated diffraction of the waves at the crack perimeter. It does not appear feasible to carry out this procedure analytically since multiple integrals are involved.
Since it is clear from figure (3) that the condition r>r*(t) is equivalent to the condition r>r*(x), it follows that formula (30) defines the stress ahead of the actual crack tip. Moreover, formula (30) gives a singularity of the order 1/2 at the actual crack tip location. That this is so follows from a Lagrange expansion of the quantity r-r*(t), which is of the form [4] r _ r *( T ) = r _ r *( t ) + i 1 ( 3) n " 1 f*(t) p n (t) t In (35) C*(n) denotes the V co-ordinate of the intersection of the line n'=n and the crack locus n'=n*(C')» i.e. £*(n) = n(Z\ . Now from (19) the bracketed quantity within the second integral vanishes.
Hence rewriting (35) in terms of the original variables yields uv(r,t) --1 / / f(r',f) cot A dr'df , r<r*(t),
where region R-, is shown in figure (4) . Formula (37) represents the displacement for general dynamic loading of a circular crack of initial radius a. It is of interest to note that the solution is independent of the stress ahead of the crack perimeter. Expressions (30) and (37) will now be utilized to study results for two particular cases. In formula (30) put
(o) where o(r) is some initial state of stress. The resulting expression represents the perturbed stress arising from the motion of the crack perimeter. As an illustration let
Expression (39) is the result given by Sneddon [5] for the stress on the crack plane z=o under conditions of uniform stress S at infinity.
Introducing (39) into (30) The result (44), superposed with a constant stress S, gives the solution for a suddenly appearing crack under uniform stress S at infinity.
Here it is assumed that the crack opens instantaneously to radius a and thereafter is located at r=r*(t). For this case the integral may be evaluated explicitly; the result is 
